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28 SPRING BRA.NCH ORIVE ... 
HOUSTON, TEXA.S 77055 ' . 

713/467·3016 

ISSUED TO 

' .. . ,, PURCHASE ORDER 

ol6 '5-reer 
GUN SHOP 

FIREARMS DEALER 
LICENSE NO. 74-5344 

·~· 

Mr. George Marti;;'.'.,, 
Remington Arms Co. 
Ilion, New York 13357. 

SHIPPING CATE 

VIA 

ORDER No. 7477 
THIS No. MUST APPEAR ON 
INVOICE. B;~. AND CASES, 

DATE 

Jan. 29, · 1975 

For ptomp1 pciyment mail invoice showing order number with bill ol ladino airer shipment 1!1 "'ade. 
Ackrowledge ond advi!.e promptly if uncble to mako immediate shipment. 
Goods suh 1act to our inspection1 ,,otwithstonding prior poymont 10 obtain cash discount. 

QUANTl'TY NUMBER 

• 

• 

Ol!$CRi?TION 

Dear George: 

Subject: M/600 Trigger Malfunctinns 

Here is another Model 600 trigger problem, serial 
No.6651698, cal. 6mm, just as we received it from 
the owner - we have disturbed nothing on the gun, 
have not even removed it from its stock for inspec
tion • 

Purchased last Saturday from Carter's Country, Houston, 
the owner fired half dozen rounds on the rifle range 
when he had a malfunction by simply failing to get a 
firing pin fall by pulling the trigger with the safety 
in normal "fire" position. He then removed his finger 
from the trigger and the gun discharges as he reached 
for the bolt haµdle. 

The owner·assures us that no one has tinkered with any 
part of the rifle since he purchased it. We failed to 
produce the same malfunction a:fter several attempts 
but we find the trigger pullip so creepy and rough we 
have to. believe the owner. 'Here again we find perform
ance o:f· the trigger erratic and frustrating, but very_ 
dangerous for this. reason. If we were to repair this 
one we.probably .would.choose to replace the trigger 
assembly. · 

Hope this. helps to point up· the problem •. 

Owner: 
Raymond Osbcn 
11703 No. Petershan 
Houston 77071 Ph 498-8312 
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